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Black holes are good science.

Black holes can be tied into physics, 
astronomy, and mathematics...

Black holes can be used to excite and 
motivate students, in a completely 
honest way, regarding the universe 

around us...

Black holes involve everything from 
direct observation to hard core 

abstract theory...



Some 
light reading:

Kip S. Thorne 

Theoretical Astrophysics, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, 
California, USA



What is a black hole?

Euclid’s geometry is not the final answer...

(Theorist’s perspective.)



Riemann’s geometry
is needed to 
describe the 

“real world”...



Eventually a 
black hole 
forms...

Schwarzschild’s 
black hole...





Light can no longer escape...

The “light cones” are all 
tipped inwards...





Light can “orbit” the black hole at:     R=3GM/c^2.

Horizon is at:      R=2GM/c^2.



What is a black hole?

Look for something dark and compact... 

(Observational perspective.)



So how would you actually see a black hole?





Look for the stuff that is being sucked in...



Look for X-ray sources 
in the sky...



Compact:

heavy,
small.

Strong gravity:

rips stars apart

Look for radiation 
from the stuff 

falling in



What we think is going on:

Accretion disks are very important for astrophysics...



Magnetic field lines get 
“trapped” in the 

black hole ...

... and are twisted and 
churned by the rotation  

of the black hole ... 



Spaghetti 
junction...

There’s lots 
of energy in 
the magnetic 
field --- to do 

interesting 
things to the 

infalling 
matter...







Most astrophysical 
black holes are 

expected to rotate...

Schwarzschild’s black 
hole is not good 

enough as a model...

Need to use Roy 
Kerr’s rotating 
black hole...

Back to some theory:



Gravity now has a “twist” to it as well as 
pointing more or less “down”...





More than just a horizon and photon sphere...



Now have two photon 
spheres....



From the outside, ergoregion and horizon is all you will 
ever see --- internal “structure” will be invisible...



With a little dramatic license...











Galaxy M81 --- with a big black hole in the center...

Some real 
data...



This view of M81, obtained by a 
telescope aboard a space shuttle 
mission, shows the galaxy in both 
visible (red and yellow) and 
ultraviolet (blue) wavelengths. 

The blue regions are much hotter 
than the others, and outline the 
galaxy’s spiral arms and its
nucleus. 

The nucleus may contain a 
supermassive black hole.

M81 again...







Stars orbiting 
around the 

central black 
hole of our 
own galaxy...



Gravity waves

Ripples
in

space-time

Still 
collecting 

data...

LIGO



LIGO:
(Hanford)



Gravity waves?  We’re looking...

LISA...











Stephen Hawking:

Black holes will eventually 
evaporate due to 

subtle quantum effects...

We’re still calculating...







Scientists are trying to 
test Hawking radiation 

by simulating it in 
simpler systems...



If you cannot build 
a gravitational 
black hole in 

your laboratory, 
at least try 

something similar...

See how much of 
“black hole physics” 
can be carried over 
into these “simpler” 

systems...



Orbits in general relativity are not exactly ellipses...



Bending of 
starlight



Bending of 
starlight











Yes... 

Long answer:  Standard special and general relativity are 
completely compatible with present day experiment...



Spacetime curves --- in the manner Einstein predicted.






